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The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats.  The following is a 
wonderful description of this classic story as well as an 
activity guide which was shared with me by my colleague, 
Jennifer White, MS, CCC-SLP. 

A classic winter-time book is, “The Snowy Day” by Ezra 
Jack Keats.  The story is of Peter, a boy who lives in an 
apartment in the city, and his adventures in the snow.  
First, Peter crunches the snow with his feet, makes 
footprints and tracks through the snow, and drags a stick 

in snow. Peter is momentarily disappointed when the big boys don't include him in their 
snowball fight, and so instead he builds a snowman, makes snow angels, and slides down a 
snow mountain. Peter ends his full day of snow play by taking a warm bath and thinking of his 
adventures.   

This is a wonderful book to check out form the library.  Here are some very helpful tips from 
https://www.familyeducation.com/   about reading this story to your child -  

Introducing the Story  
 Read the title of the book from the cover, while pointing to each word. Say the title 

together as you point to each word. Does the child know what snow is? If not, explain 
that snow is white and cold and it falls during the winter. If the child is familiar with 
snow, use the story and the pictures to start the child talking about some of his or her 
experiences with snow. 

Reading the Story for the First Time 
 Read the words to the story on each page, moving your finger under the words as you 

read.  
 Give the child enough time to look at each of the pictures. After you have read the story, 

say: This book is about a boy named Peter who plays in the snow. What does snow feel 
like? What can you do with snow?  

Reading the Book Again and Again 

 Each time you read The Snowy Day, leave more of the "reading" or retelling to the child. 
Give open-ended prompts on each page. For example, ask: What is happening in this 
picture?  

 Give prompts about objects or activities in the pictures. For example, ask: What is Peter 
doing? (He is sliding down the hill.) Use your finger to point to what you are asking 
about. Evaluate the child's response. Expand it by giving more information. Ask the child 
to repeat the answer. If he or she needs help in answering a question, ask that question 
again the next time you read the book. Good words to ask about are listed in the 
vocabulary section below. Be sure to talk about objects and actions the child brings up, 
too.  

 You may wish to discuss the prompts shown below. 

Building Literacy 

https://www.familyeducation.com/


Start a conversation with your child about ways to play outside. What does your child like to do 
outside? When you are outside with your child, look for children at play. Use words like sliding, 
jumping, running, and throwing to describe their actions. 

Prompts 

Ask the child questions after the second and third readings of The Snowy Day, to start a 
conversation about the book. You can prompt the child on every page, using the questions 
below. If the child says something spontaneously about a picture, expand on it and ask the child 
to repeat it. There are questions for every one or two pages of the story. 

1. What does Peter see outside his window? (He sees snow.)  
2. What is Peter wearing? (He is wearing his pajamas.)  
3. What is Peter wearing in this picture? (He is wearing a red snowsuit.)  
4. What is piled up all around outside? (Snow is piled up along the street.)  
5. What is Peter making? (He is making footprints with his toes pointing out and then with 

his toes pointing in.)  
6. Who made these lines in the snow? (Peter made these lines by dragging his feet along in 

the snow.)  
7. Can you show me how Peter dragged his feet?  
8. What is happening in these pictures? (Peter has a stick and he is hitting a tree with it.)  
9. What happens when Peter hits the tree with the stick? (The snow falls down on his 

head.)  
10. What's happening here? (Peter is watching big boys have a snowball fight.)  
11. What does Peter make in the snow? (He makes a snowman and angels.)  
12. Can you show me how to make an angel in the snow?  
13. What is Peter doing in these pictures? (Peter climbs up a big mountain of snow, and 

then he slides down the other side.)  
14. What does Peter make? (He makes a snowball.)  
15. Who helps Peter take off his socks? (His mother helps him.)  
16. Where is Peter? (He is in the bathtub.)  
17. What is Peter looking for? Does he find it? (Peter is looking for the snowball he made, 

but it isn't there anymore.)  
18. Do you know what happened to the snowball? (It melted in the warm house.)  
19. What happens while Peter is sleeping? (It snows some more.)  
20. What is happening here? (Peter and his friend are going outside to play in the snow.)  

Vocabulary 
The words listed below come from the story and its pictures. As you page through the book, 
point to the pictures and ask the child to name the object or the action shown. This will help 
the child learn new words. You can use the words below, or you can choose words you think 
will interest your child. Below are words for every one or two pages of the story. 

 bed, snow, pajamas, window  
 snowsuit, piles of snow  
 footprints, traffic light  
 tracks  
 stick, smacking, tree  
 hood  
 throwing, snowballs  



 snowman, angels  
 climbing up, sliding down  
 making a snowball, socks, underwear  
 taking a bath, pink bathtub, boat, duck  
 looking in his pocket, sleeping  
 sun, snowflakes  
 friend  

 

       

Peter made footprints in the snow  Peter slid down a hill 

     

Peter made a snow angel    Peter watched a snowball fight 

 

      

Peter made tracks with a stick    Peter took a warm bath 

 


